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I had heard or read about it, but nothing prepares you to witness on television –by surprise, as 

sensationalist channels do– how a blindfolded young man with his hands tied behind his back is 

pushed into the air from the top of a building. The crimes of ISIS are doubly terrifying for their cruelty 

and their unashamed exhibitionism. There is no justification to calm our disgust. To witness, even 

through the screen, the murderous ritual which condemns heretics –women, homosexuals, people of 

different faiths– makes any comparison sound foolish. And yet we cannot help but feel offended by 

the destruction of historical and artistic heritage ISIS perpetrates in the places they conquer. 

 

Obviously, there is a large breach between the degree of shock each of these things provoke. The 

murder of a defenceless person offends our most intimate sense of humanity. If we are also shocked 

by the destruction of ancient sculptures it is because we have become accustomed to an idea of 

culture that comes from the French Revolution. The modern concept of historical and artistic heritage 

was born then, the idea of education through culture. The current debates on the role of museums 

proves the full validity of the idea of culture as public heritage. In order to carry out its educational 

potential, the State went on to protect all artistic objects and monuments. It was assumed that 

aesthetic and historical interests were more important than any possible ideological disagreements: at 

the same time that it wanted to put an end to the privileges of the Church, the State was protecting all 

religious art forms. That vision is our own, a mature and democratic view of culture which places 

knowledge before ideology and faith. 

 

Only in a modern and open society can people with no religious faith dedicate a great deal of their 

time to preserve and promote religious art, be it a wonderful painting by Van der Weyden or a humble 

Romanesque church. One of Spain’s most notable, and hardly-known, examples was Ricardo de Orueta 

(1868-1939), whose work is being shown at the Residencia de Estudiantes1 through an exhibition. A 

member of the group of intellectuals that were responsible for institutions like the Institución Libre de 

Enseñanza2, the Junta para la Ampliación de Estudios3 or the Residencia itself, Orueta was a great art 

                                                             
1
 Students Residency. The most important cultural institution in early-20th century Spain, amongst 

whose students were Federico García Lorca, Salvador Dalí, Luis Buñuel and Severo Ochoa. 
2 Free Educational Institution. Private educational institution founded in 1876 whose liberal inclinations 
went against the dominating academic norms in late-19th century Spain. 
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historian. Manuel Azaña, a close observer of his important role in various projects which aimed to 

modernise Spain, named him Director of Fine Arts of his first government (1931-1933). From that 

position, Orueta took on cultural initiatives of remarkable ambition. 

 

Orueta’s great passion was Spain’s sculptural tradition, to which he dedicated his greatest efforts as a 

historian, publishing works on Pedro de Mena, Alonso Berruguete and Gregorio Fernández. His love of 

sculpture also took him to turn the Provincial Museum of Fine Arts in Valladolid into the National 

Museum of Sculpture (where the current exhibition was first shown). The criteria followed by Orueta 

and his team in the organisation of the museum was celebrated by international experts of the time. 

Following the precepts of modern architecture, they projected sober rooms that favoured the 

contemplation of the works. They also used an old chapel to host some of the pieces, therefore 

dispossessing the space of its previous religious function. (The fact that even today the recycling of 

spaces for cultural uses seems new proves Orueta’s visionary character.) 

 

Orueta firmly opposed the sacking of Spanish cultural heritage. A convinced republican and follower  

of the cultural policies of French republicanism, he was outraged by the dismantling of rural churches 

that were shipped, brick by brick, to the United States after having been sold for ridiculous sums of 

money. He put his vocation into practice through his collaboration in the culture-related articles of the 

Republican Constitution of 1931, such as article 45, which states that all artistic and historical goods in 

the country, whoever their owner may be, constitute the cultural treasure of the Nation and shall be 

under the protection of the State, which will be able to prohibit their exportation and alienation and 

decree the legal expropriations it considers necessary in their defence. Somewhat foolishly, one cannot 

help but feel certain retroactive pride upon reading the statement of an American dealer written on 

the walls of the exhibition: “In Spain today the exportation of any old stone is prohibited, even if it is 

the size of a baseball.” 

 

One fails to see the ambition which guided people like Ricardo de Orueta in the cultural policies of 

today. Apart from major institutions like the Prado Museum, it seems that the promotion of a good 

deal of Spanish heritage lies solely in the touristic pamphlets published by local or regional 

governments. I remember a trip to the province of Zamora with my parents during which we had to 

resort to an old woman living in the small village of El Campillo in order to visit the church of San Pedro 

de la Nave, one of the very few examples that survive from Visigoth Spain, including various capitals 

engraved with very valuable sculptures. The old woman, it must be said, was very kind in opening the 

doors of the church for us, but this cannot conceal the comfortable and somewhat shameful 

delegation of responsibility from the public institutions. The access to important monuments cannot 

depend on the good will of the neighbours. (My visit to San Pedro de la Nave took place some years 

ago; I do not know if the access to the church has changed since then.) 

 

The shortsightedness of the Government in cultural matters is not exclusive to the current situation of 

economic crisis and spending cuts. I think, in fact, that one proves their interest in culture during 

economic growth rather than in times of recession. During a crisis, a politician can always resort to the 

excuse of a lack of money; when cash is available, though, one will prove whether their interest in 

culture is sincere or mere electioneering makeup. Only too frequently has the latter been the case in 

Spain, as shown by the large amount of museums that have been built with no serious curatorial 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
3 Junta for Studies Extension. Institution founded in 1909 in order to promote scientific investigation. It 
was through the Junta that the Residencia de Estudiantes was founded in 1910. 



 

 

planning, whose licenses to open depended on including in its title the name of the region where it 

was to be built or of an international brand like Guggenheim or Picasso. That is why the labour of 

people like Ricardo de Orueta is so admirable. They were fervent advocates of a democratic use of 

culture; educational without populism, insisting on the benefits of culture without hiding that it 

requires intellectual efforts from the receiver. 

 

The conservation and exhibition of cultural heritage only makes sense if it is born out of a vocation of 

universality, of the conviction that a sensitive and educated view can appreciate art in spite of 

geographical, chronological or ideological boundaries. Tireless advocates of education through culture 

like Ricardo de Orueta worked under the conviction that a religious work of art can be appreciated 

even if one is not a follower of the cult in whose name it was made or that one can admire the beauty 

of an object despite the fact that it may come from a culture or time that is foreign to us. Orueta 

demonstrated his unselfish passion for culture until the end of his days. In the midst of the Civil War, 

during a time when it was easy to fall under the spell of fanaticism –an atheist fanaticism, but just as 

toxic as religious one–, he commissioned his students of the Federación Universitaria Escolar 

(University School Federation) to make posters to protect artistic heritage, no matter its origins. 

 

This brings me here. Ricardo de Orueta (1868-1939), in the front of art. Residencia de Estudiantes. 

Calle del Pinar, 21-23. Madrid. Until 23 June. 

 

 
Poster by the University School Federation (FUE) made during the Civil War. 

It reads: “A religious object may also be a work of art. Preserve it for the National Treasure.” 
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